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SPECIAL DELIVERY

Office of the Recording Angel 
Department of Petitions

Mr, Butch McGutsky 
Dillon Hall 
Notre Dame, Indiana

Dear Mr. McGutsky:

I have the honor to Inform you that your recent act of self- 
sacrifice, namely, rising for Mass find Communion the day after you 
returned from your Easter vacation, has been recorded In gold letters 
in the Book of Deeds, 8o unique was it In your life.

As regards your prayers, for the week of April l4, I have the 
honor to report as follows;

1, For fat check from father to cover expenses of dozen 
golf balls and prom date, Granted.

2, For slekness to come upon 9:00 A,M. Saturday professor, 
so you can take an extended weekend without being cut out 
of class. Granted, for the third and last time,

), For warmer weather In Indiana for the sales of elevating
morale, Impossible,

These favors Eire conceded for the reason thet It is hoped you 
will hereafter lie touched by the goodness of God towards you, and 
thereby resolve to say more prayers of thanksgiving, You have yet 
to express your thanks for the way Providence got you out of four 
jams with your Prefect find one with your father over money,

Hereafter, unless the following Items are corrected, you will 
be classified as undeserving, and requests will not be heard, to wit:

1, No effort to receive Communion and say the rosary frequently 
to overcome bad habits,

2, Tardiness at Sunday Mass,
3, Indecent conversation, (Signed)

THE RECORDING ANGEL

PRAYERS: (deceased) father of Carl Coco, *4); father of Charles Gerard (Law
School); friend of Bob Hofstetter (Cav); mother of Sister Sophia, CSC, Brother 
Harold, CSC; (111) Mrs Leo Favre, grandmother of Leo Hlegel (OC) Two Special 
Intentions
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